plant, including depreciation, may be set down at £1 sisting materiaL * For this purpose, Princep (182 7) I The necessity for working with small volumes of per day, assuming the price of coke on the premises to used a bulb of gold, Pouillet (1836) one of platinum, fused metals, into which the tube of Callendar's pyro be 7s. 6d. per ton; one laboring man is capable of tak-and finally, Deville and Troost, in a truly splendid meter could not be plunged, has led me to prefer to ing entire charge, the only work needed being atten-series of inyestigations, adopted bulbs of porcelain, adopt a method that would be classified under the tion to the fire::; and oiling of machinery, all else being I with iodine vapor as the elastic fluid. They ultimately second heading I have given. A very small thermo automatic. Allowing a considerable margin for exi-reverted to the use of air. junction may, in fact, be employed in such cases. The gences, the expense per 1,000 feet is set down by the You will remember that old mercurial thermometers use of thermo-junctions for measuring high tempera company at from ls. to ls. 6d. in the holder for gas in I had much information, supposed to be useful, engraved tures appears to have been suggested in 1826 by a high state of purity. In cOllunercial processes, where I on their scales ; and such statements as" water freezes," Becquerel, and adopted by Pouillet in 1836,* who ad so great a degree ot" purity is not essential, the cost "water boils,' "blood heat," "fever heat," "summer vocates the use of iron in conjunction with platinum; would be materially reduced, and for many purposes heat," were considered indispensable. It is by expo-but of all the varied combinations of metals and alloys it is stated that the cost of erection of a plant would sure to known temperatures that a thermoscope can be which have been tried from time to time, that proposed soon, be covered by the additional advantage gained converted into a. pyrometer for measuring intense heat; by H. Le Chatelier possesses many advantages, on by the use of oxygen over air. The size of plant to a and the air or gas thermometer has, in the hands of which I have elsewhere dwelt. t It consists of a plati certain extent governs the cost of the oxygen produced, Deville and Troost, rendered excellent service by enab-num wire twisted at its end with a wire of platinum the larger plants producing it the most economically, ling such gradations to be effected. The gas thermo-alloyed with 10 per cent. of rhodium. Such a couple the cost also varying somewhat according to the prices meter is not, in itself, a handy appliance, for it requires may be used for some time without change of zero, and of fuel and labor respectively in the localities under much subsidiary apparatus, and elaborate corrections if the junction becomes injured it may be cut off, and consideration. From what we have seen of this in-of various kinds have to be introduced into the numer-the severed ends of the wires may be twisted together vention and its working, we consider that it marks an ical data it affords; but it has given many fixed tem-again. I am satisfied that it can afford comparative important advance in the commercial production of I peratures-such as melting points and boiling points results which are accurate to 1° at temperatures of over oxygen gas.-ITon.
I PROPOSE this evening to consider, first, the methods of measuring high temperatures. and. RAfloncl. to dA scribe certain effects they produce on metals. silver, gold, palladium, and iridium, which have en-a graduated scale 4 5 feet long on the wall of the abled the meltiing points of the respective metals to be theater. The thermo-junction has been calibrated calculated.
with the aid of certain known temperatures, and the Gebel', writing in the eighth century, gives directions for obtaining high temperatures, but points to the dif-. ficulties that arise in practice, "because fire is not a thing which can be measured 'sed quoniaJn non est res ignis, qua; mensurari possit.
l " t It is not sufficient to attain temperatures that are known to be high; it is necessary, for the purpose of modern investigation, to measure them with accuracy; and few of the early chemists in this country did more in affording a basis for the study of metals at high temperatures than Robert Boyle, the application of whose well-known law to solutions of metals in each other has been made evident by receut work. The 30th of December last was the tlirrd centenary of his death; it is well, there fore, that this lecture should begin with a tribute to his memory. He suggested improvements in the or dinary mercurial thermometer,j: constructed what would appear to be the first air thermometer with an index; and although he did not do much for thermome try at high temperatures, he appears to have been struck by what must have been a quaint device for re gulating high temperatures, for he points out that "the great mechanic Cornelius Drebel § made an automa tous musical instrument and a furnace which he could regulate to any degree of heat by means of the same instrument." He indicates various degrees of intens ity of heat by reference to the color of a glowing mass of fuel, and says that, I I "though we vulgarly say in English' a thing is red hot,' to express a superlative degree of heat, yet at the forges and furnaces of arti· ficers, by a white heat they understand a further de gree of ignition than by a red one." It is not a little strange that for three centuries after his death the same vague expressions have constantly been used in describing high temperatures.
The determinations of temperatures between 300° and long scale is inscribed after the manner of the old ther-1,000°, which are now generally accepted, also rest mometer scales, with certain fixed points, which are, of upon data accumulated by the aid of the air thermo-course, far higher than those it was possible to indicate meter, which has thus enabled the graduation to be by the expansion of mercury in a glass tube. [These effected of instruments widely differing from it, that fixed points were : "water boils" (100°), "lead melts" can be trusted to give rapid and accurate indications (326°), "zinc boils " (940°), "gold melts " (1 ; 045°), "pal in daily use. I can only bring before you two of the ladium melts" (1, 500°), "platinum melts" ,1, 775°). On many kinds which have been devised ; they are how-heating the thermo-junction to bright redness in a ever, by far the best that are available, and for the de-Bunsen flame, the spot of light moved rapidly to the termination of temperatures up to the melting point of point marked" zinc boils." ] For laboratory experi platinum, leave to be desired-ments the scale is a short transparent one, rigIdly fixed 1. A pyrometer which depends on the increase in the in relation to the galvanometer. resistance of a heated conductor through which a
In leading up to the experiments wh.ich follow, in the divided electrical current is passing; and course of which metals will be exposed to high tem-2. One in which the strength of an electric current, peratures, I would remind you that if an ordinary generated by the heating of a thermo-junction, is used thermometer be plunged into water which is gradually as a measure of the heat applied to the thermo-junc-losing its heat to a cold environment, the mercury will tion.
fall until the water begins to freeze, but directly this The principle of the electrical resistance pyrometer happens the mercury remains stationary until all the was indicated b K Sir William Siemens (" Collected water is frozen; so that if the rate of fall be measured Papers," vol. ii. ' Electricity, " p. 84, 1889 ) in a letter with a chronograph, there will be a steady fall to the addressed to Dr. Tyndall, dated December, 1860 , and freezing point of water, then a long arrest, followed by the nature of the instrument maybe made clear by the a renewed fall. If these readings be plotted, a well accompanying diagram, Fig. 1 . A divided current known time temperature curve will be obtained. Ex actly the same effect is produced when a fluid metal "freezes," and before proceeding further it may be well to determine experimentally the freezing point of ��old. Beneath this little mass of pure gold, A (Fig. 2), It thermo-junction, B, is protected by a very thin A great step in advance was made in 1701 by Sir Isaac N ewton, � who applied the law of coo ling to the measurement of temperatures beyond the range of the mercurial thermometer, and in the notes which accompany his" Scala graduum caloris" he showed that he knew that the freezing point of lead differs slightly from its melting point.
Eighty years later, Josiah Wedgewood (1782 ) can be measured m varIOUS ways, mdlcates the temwhom he refers] had be,:n abl� to convey to us a measure perature of the coil, C . The co ' il itself may be adeof the heat mad.e use of m thelr va�uable processes:. . . tel t t d nd exposed to temperatures which a red heat, a brIght red, and a whIte heat are," Wedger qua. y pro ec e . a h' h t . the de wood adds, "indeterminate expressions; and even hav,: been detern; nned by: . t e arr . t ermome er ,' - layer of clay from the metaL The oxyhydrogen flame is made to play on the gold, there is a rapid movement of the spot of light over almost twenty-five feet of the scale) there is a diminution in the rate of rise near the point marked 1,045°, the melting point of gold, and then, when the metal becomes fluid, the temperature rapidly rises as more heat is given to the little mass. The source of heat is now removed, the temperature falls, there is an arrest just at 1,045° C. , the freezing point of gold, and then the spot of light resumes its course as the gold cools down to the temperature of the room. 'l'he melting point and freezing point of palladium, 1, 500° C., were then shown in the same way. It should be observed, however, that when a small fragment of palladium is fused in the naked llame of the oxyhy drogen blowpipe, hydrogen appears to be absorbed by the metal; and this absorption of gas lowers the freez ing point materially, and makes it far less steady than when a fresh piece of metal, cut from a large mass, is fused for the first time.
When the spot of light is allowed to fall on a sensi tized plate in a suitable camera, j: the time tempera ture curve traced on a moving plate will be of the form shown in Fig. 3 .
it is not a little singular that the same lament should A� the res . ult O! hIS exp�rIments he has . mtroduced cer have been uttered, with so long an interval between, tam modificatIOns, WhICh rende:r; �he mstrUI�lent not by two prominent technical men, and it suggests that only . trustw?rthy but . very sensltr�e. He ';Vmds t�e but little experimental work had been donA in the platm um WIre on a thm plate of mICa, . and mcloses It meantime with a view to the measurement of high tem-m a doubly glazed tubt;l of hard p?rcelam. He uses the peratures 'rhis is however far from being the case zero method of . measurm� the r�sIsta�ce; but for . these A vast aI�ount of' work w;' s . done by physicists an d an<;i other detaIls of mampulatlon hIS . own very mter metallurO"ists whose chief masters were " indefatiO"able estmg papers must be con�ulted . . I wIl� only . ad ? that It may be useful to show the method by which these 1 bo th'
I have had the pleasure of workmg WIth hun m the autographic curves are obtained. The following diaa 1', .e c oses mspec ,ron, a� an . �, a we:r;e Mint Laboratory, and I am satisfied that at temperagram, Fig. 4 , is therefore added.
not afrard of the blackness of charcoal , and therr t b t l 000° th Jnpar tive res Its afforded bv Th t' t .
. 1 . 1 more noteworthy efforts were based on the employment ures a ou , e co a . u ..
.' e arrangemen conSlS S In Inc osmg a ga vano· of the air thermometer in which the expansion of air his met!J.od are accurat� to the tenth of a degre�, a re-, meter of the Deprez and d' Arsonval type in a large replaces the expansio� of the mercury in the ordin-s � lt WhICh would certamly have been deemed ImpOS -! camera; a . fi�ed mirror, F, being placed below the ary thermometer, the bulb being of some fire-re-SIble a year or two ago. § movable nnrrOr, M, of the galvanometer, so that the light, from the lime cylinder, L, reflected in the mirror, I final stage is reached, the group to which the element H, passes to both mirrors, F and M, and is reflected in I belongs, and the place which it occupies in the solar the direction of a fine horizontal slit, AB, behind which , atmosphere. At the highest temperature of the oxy a sensitized photographic plate, C, is drawn vertically hydrogen flame, molecules of metals are simplified, but past the slit, by means of gearing, D, driven by clock-l their constituent atoms remain unchanged. Mr. Lock work. The ray from the fixed mirror is interrupted yer has, however, since done far more: he has shown periodically by the vane, E, and a beaded datum line that the intense heat of the sun carries the process of is given, which enables anv irregularity in the advance molecular simplification much further; and, if we com of the plate to be detected: pare the complicated spectralofthelvapors of metals pro-The amount of divergence from its datum line of the duced by the highest temperatures available here with spot of light reflected by the movable mirror at any the very simple spectra of the same metals as they given moment bears a relation (which can readily be exist in the hottest part of the sun's atmosphere, it is found by calibration) to the temperature to which the difficult to resist the conclusion that the atom of the thermo-junction, X, is heated, and the variations of chemist has been itself changed. My own belief is that temperature are recorded by a curve which is the re-these" atoms" are changed, and that iron, as it exists sultant of the upward movement of the plate and the in the sun, is not the vapor of iron as we know it upon horizontal movement of the spot of light. A crucible, c, earth. We will not dwell in this lecture on the ef which may be filled with molten metal, is provided with fects of very high temperatures on metals, but rather a tubulure, T, for the insertion of the thermo-junction. on the influence of comparatively low temperatures The crucible is suspended by wites in a double jacket that is, below whiteness-in changing the number and of tin plate, a b.
arrangement of the atoms in metallic molecules. A It will have been evident that the thermo-junction of profound change must occur when the viscous form of platinum and platinum-rhodium could not be used sulphur passes spontaneously at the ordinary tempera for measuring temperatures higher than the melting ture into the yellow crystalline variety, but the change point of the platinum of which it is made. Metals is accompanied by but little thermal disturbance. In with higher fusion points than platinum are, however, the case of metals there is also abundant evidence that available. Thus iridium will only just melt in the flame molecular change may take place at low temperatures. produced by the combustion of r ure and dry hydrogen Take the fusible alloy of bismuth, lead, and tin, which and oxygen. By the kindness 0 Mr. Edward Matthey, bears Newton's name, and contains: a thin rod of iridium has been prepared, with much 100 ' 00 electric arc, and by this means a temperature may be registered which careful laboratory experiments show to be close to 2, 000", and this agrees with the estimate It fuses at 9 0°; it may be cast round a thermo-junction, of the melting point of iridium which Violle* deduced and plunged in water and cooled thoroughly until the from calorimetric experiments. [This experiment was observer is certain that the mass has returned to the shown, a different scale being employed for the screen, atmospheric temperature; take it out of the water, dry as the thermo-electric constants of the iridium and iri-it rapidly, and in a few moments it will become too hot dium-platinum couple are different from those of the to hold. The " fracture" of the metal is totally differ platinum and rhodium one previously used. ] ent before and after the molecular change, which is the It is interesting to remember that within a year in cause of this evolution of heat, has taken place. The this institution temperatures ranging from _200° to + change, moreover, takes place in the solid metal, and is 2, 000° have been mapped out, the lower temperature not due to the release of the latent heat of fusion. The by Prof. Dewar in hIS memorable Faraday lecture: mass, solid as it appears to be, must be the scene of an the higher point is now measured in public for the internal struggle between the molecules in the effort to first time.
attain a state of equilibrium, and this conflict is but a How diffi cult it is for us to realize what this range of l type of the action that takes place in many metals temperature really means, for we have but little power and alloys which are of vast industrial importance.
FIG. 4.
for a magnetized needle, b, is attracted at the moment the arrest of the spot of light on the pyrometer scale marks the temperature at which the change occurs, and at that precise moment a second spot of light from a mirror, mounted on the magnetic needle, will rapidly move away from its zero. I have elsewhere * dwelt
on the importance of the molecular change in iron and steel, and can now only summarize the significant facts. It is unnecessary to point to the extreme industrial importance of the property steel possesses of becom ing hard when it is quenched from redness in a fluid which will abstract its heat with more or less rapidity.
The changes which take place at 8550 and 6500 have to be arrested, as it were, by rapidly cooling the mass of steel; and if this is done, the steel will be more or less hard according to the rapidity with which the progress of the molecular change has been stopped. It is, however, useless to attempt to harden steel if the temperature of the mass has fallen below 650°. In " oil hardening" or cooling a large mass of steel, like the " A" tube of a gun, which may be 30 ft. long, great care should be taken to insure that the temperature of the mass is as uniform as possible; for, if part of the mass is hotter than 650°, while part is colder, the oil will really be cooling a mass of steel which is itself passing through various stages of complex molecular change, and the operation of "hardening" arreRts, as it were, the atoms in the midst of a conflict incidental to their attempt to group themselves into one or other of the molecular modifications of iron. By cooling a mass of steel which is not at uniform temperature, stresses of great complexity and intensity are set up, stresses that mB.y greatly reduce the effective strength of the gun.t The result is told in failures, by which many lives have been sacrificed; but I need hardly say that the Director-General of Ordnance is fully sen sible of the national importance of studying the be havior of iron and steel at high temperatures, and, at Dr. Anderson's suggestion, the Institution of Mechani cal Engineers appointed a committee, and have in trustAd me with a large portion of the inquiry.
In the next experiment, Fig. 6 , a bar (a) of steel, � in. in section and 18 in. long, was heated to bright redness and fixed firmly at one end; a weight of about 21b. is rapidly hung to the free end, a light pointer is added to magnify the motion of the bar, and the of appreciating tell:lperatures beyond those we can con-Time will only permit me to deal with tlli'ee cases veniently bear. We, perhaps, know the meaning of of the action of high temperatures on atoms and mole extreme cold better than great heat, but even the vivid cules of metals. In the first case, the arrangement imagery of Dante, who might have been expected to of the atoms in the molecule of a metal, iron, is dis aff ord some S'uidance, gives us singularly little help. I turbed, and the result is of great industrial importance. think in depICting the terror of torture inflicted by ex-In the second case, the atoms of a metal, gold, appear thermo-J'unction is rapidly introduced into a small treme culd he succeeds better than when he describes to combine with those of another metal; and the reh I d '11 d . h . the suffering of those who are exposed to flames. His suIt, while it is mainly of interest in connection with 0 er Ie m w at IS arranged to be the hottest part words , (Canto xxxiii.)·.
th hi t f ' h th 1 . t t of the bar. The bar is not softest at a red heat; it e s ory 0 SCIence, as never e ess an Impor an remains perfectly rigid until it has cooled down to dull " Blue, pinched, and shrined in ice the spirits stood" bearing upon art. The third case relates to the moleredness, and the temperature, as measured by the spot cular bombardment which takes place when a small f 1 h f h 1 'mark the highest suffering drawn in the " Inferno." quantity of metal is dissolved in a mass of a metallic 0 ig t rom t e ga vanometer, shows that" recales It is, however, probable that mv failure to appreciate 1 t d' f' . . 'th d cence" has occurred. At that moment of molecular the descriptive powers of Dante may be the result of s� ven b , a th n 1S t 0 Inte t �est In connect d lOn l Wl t · mo ern weakness in the bar, the weight has power to bend it, resentment, for I read with regret that he consigns to �f ;s 0 as 0 osmo IC pressure an so u IOn generand the pointer fal h � ' h By such experiments the exact the tenth chasm of hell, not only the coiner who
(1) The pyrometric couple is inserted in the center of temperature at w lC the metal becomes weak, in "falsified a little mass of steel, which is being slowly raised to a different varieties of steel, can readily be determined.
Th tI t · t' f (2) Evidence will now be given in support of the e me a with the Bap IS s orm impressed,"t bright red heat; when the flame is withdrawn, the spot second case it was proposed to treat, and it will be but also an honest metallurgist, Cappoccio, of Sienna, of light will return toward the zero end of the scale, shown that at high temperatures the atoms of metals who falling slowly until a temperature of 655° is reached, may truly combine with each other; in fact, taking "by the power and then there will be an abrupt and prolonged arrest. gold as a basis for the experiments, compounds may Of alchemy ... aped creative Nature by his subtile The metal has never been near its melting point, and be formed which would, had they been known centu-art·, " the evolution of heat must be due to a molecular change . h tI ff d h h' f' in the solid metal. In the case of this particular sample rIes ago, ave s range y a ecte t e Istory 0 SCIence. and, I think, deserved a better fate. of steel, the evolution of heat is mainly the result of a When the alchemists subjected the metals to hi gh
We are now in a position to consider certain other change in the relation between the carbon and the iron ' , temperatures, their efforts were mainly directed to the ff f discovery of some substance that would either change e ects 0 high temperature on metals. metals j: at the hi � hest temperatures we could produce, I here appears as a smgle change , attended by an evol 11 would effect this, "one for the white " and another with the aid of t e oxyhydrogen flame. We distilled! tion of heat, is really an exceedingly complex one. I "for the red." Many of their writings might be silver, zinc, cadmiuIIl, and volatilized iron and other i have shown that it occurs in the purest iron the chemmetals, from a lime crucible, and caused their vapors' ists can prepare by electrolysis, and I agree w it h Os-quoted in support of this view, but a refer�nce to t . t h .
.. t . Gebel', who wrote in the eighth century, will be suffio pass m 0 a orizontal tube of strongly heated lime. mond m be h ev m g hat the change w hich occurs m cient. He pointed out that the transIIluting agent By these experiments we satisfied ourselves that the pure iron at 855 ' is a molecular one, i ndependent of the "has a tincture of itself so clear and splendid, white or mulecular structure of metals is gradually simplified as presence of i m purit y . If the mass of steel (Fig. 5, a ) r ed, clean and incombustible, stable and fixed, that higher temperatures are employed; and we came to the be heated agai 1 and allowed to cool, you will observe conclusion that each molecular simplification is marked that the point of "recalescence" appears to be that fire cannot prevail against it; . . . . and a prop by a distinctive spectrum, and that there is also an in-at which the iron regains its magnetic property ; * erty of the medicine is to give a splendid color, white timate connection between the facility with which the or intensely citrine," to metals to which it is added. That was the effect expected from the transmuting I cannot attempt to deal with the matter here. In agent, but do not think that the attempt to produce leading up to these questions of solution, as applied to gold arose entirely from the love of gain. The color of metals, I would remind you that Lord Rayleigh told gold and purple impressed men strangely, and the us a few evenings since that it was by no means cer search for the transmuting agent was most eagerly tain that a gas rushing into a vacuous globe ever com pursued in times when people lived for art, in a dream pletely fills it, as there may still be tiny spaces into of color. The effort to find the secret of the tint of which" odd molecules" fail to find room to vibrate in. gold is due to the same impulse which made the French If it is difficult for a gas to entirely fill a vacuous space, in the thirteenth century manifest a keen" sensitive-you would think it impossible for a small quantity of a ness to luminous splendor and intensity of hue," so metal to rapidly permeate a fluid mass of another that, as Sir Frederic Leighton tells us, "a stained glass metal; nevertheless, so far as analysis can detect, this window, by Cousin, was limpid with hues of amethyst, does happen. simplifying the molecular structure of metals. We no longer consider gold to be the" sum of perfection," but still retain the belief expressed by Gebel" eleven hundred years ago, that, "if we would change metals, we must needs use excess of heat." A poet also ap pears to have felt this, for George Herbert writes in the seventeenth century-"I know . . . what the stars conspire, What willing Nature speaks, what forced by fire;" thus comparing the ordinary response of Nature to the investigator with the evidence he elicits from her by heat. sapphire, and topaz, and fair as a May morning."
It may be incidentally observed that the relations of The chemists were able to stain glass ruby and purple the ordinary gases to metals are far more intimate than with gold: why should they not impart the same glo-they were formerly supposed to be, and this was proved ries to metals? I could not hope to interest you in by Graham's work on the absorption of gases by metals, what follows, did I not call artists to my aid; and which has often been dealt with in this institution. many will remember the glowing words Mr. Ruskin To take only the case of iron, more than twenty years uses,* calling purple a" liquid prism and stream of ago Sir Lowthian Bell showed that carbonic oxide can opal," reminding us of the crimson and purple of the carry away iron, which is released when the tempera p _ oppy, the scarlet and orange of fire and the dawn. ture is raised. Ludwig Mond and Langer have since No wonder he chides us with turnin� the lamp of isolated most interesting compounds of iroll and car Athena into the safety lamp of the mmer, and with bonic oxide. But to return to the solution of metals in getting our purple from coal instead of, as of old, from metals. the murex of the sea; "and thus grotesquely, " he
The method of taking autographic curves of the cool says, "we have had forced on us the doubt that held ing of masses of metal has already been indicated in the old world between blackness and fire, and have Fig. 4 ,* and they ought to enable much information to completed the shadow and the fear of it by giving to be gained as to what is taking place throughout the a degraded form of modern purple a name from battle mass. Such curves should render it possible to ascer -' magenta.' " tain which of the rival theories as to the nature of You will remember that Faraday showed that gold, solution, as applied to salts, is supported l;)y the be when finely divided, is brilliantly colored scarlet andc havior of a metal dissolved in a metal. When, for purple. Here is a solution of chloride of gold. Add a' instance, a little aluminum dissolves in gold, is the little dissolved phosphorus, and the gold is precipi-analogue of a hydride formed, and,if so, is the curve of tated in an extremely fine state of division, which freezing points of a series of aluminum-gold alloys a tinges the solution crimson, but if you try to remove continuous one? On the other hand, does the theory this suspended gold you will only gain a brownish advocated by van't Hoff, Arrhenius, and Ostwald gain mud. However, I will give you the secret by which support, and do the molecules of the dissolved metals any one who possesses a blowpipe, a bead of gold, and act independently of the solveut-that is, does osmotic a fra�ment of one of the most widely diffused metals, pressure come into play? It will be remembered that alummum, may stain gold purple through and through. the law which regulates osmotic pressure has exactly But if you add aluminum to molten gold, you obtain the same form as Boyle's law-that is, the pressure is many things, as this colored diagram and series of proportional to the density of the gas or of the solution. specimsns show. [This diagram cannot be reproduced Is the view of Arrhenius correct-that, if a solution be without color.] very dilute, the molecules of the dissolved substance The series of specimens showed that as the propor-are dissociated, act independently of each other, and tion of aluminum is increased, the golden color of the behave like a perfect gas? precious metal is lessened, and when an alloy is It will require years of patient work before these formed with about ten per cent. of aluminum, the questions can be answered ; but it appears certain, from fractured surface of the mass is brilliantly white ; from the admirable experiments of Heycock and Neville,t this point forward, as aluminum is added, the tint to which reference has already been made, that, taking deepens, until flecks of pink appear, and when seventy-metals with low melting points (such as tin or lead) as eight parts of gold are added to twenty-two of alumi-solvents, the lowering of the freezing point of the sol num a splendid purple is obtained, in which intense vent is really due to the bombardment exerted by the ruby-colored opaque crystals may readily be recog-molecules of the dissolved metals. nized. Then, as the quantity of aluminum is still I have extended this investigation by employing as a further increased, the alloys lose their color, and pass solvent a mass of fluid gold, which has a high melting to the dull gray hue of aluminum itself. Perhaps the point, and is not liable to oxidation, and the results most remarkable point about the purple alloy is its confirm those obtained by Heycock and Neville. melting point, which I have shown to be many degrees
There is yet one other question: When metals are higher than that of gold itself.t See diagram, Fig. 7 , added in small quantities to a metallic mass, may the in which curves of several constants of these alloys are given. This fact affords strong evidence that the alloy AuAl, is a true compound, having analogies to the sulphides, for: : n every other series of alloys the melt ing points of all the members of the series are lower than that of the least fusible constituent. There is one other fact of much interest connected with this alloy. When it is treated with dilute hydrochloric acid, chlor ide of aluminum is formed, and gold is released in a singularly voluminous form. The heat of formation of the gold-aluminum alloy has not been determined, but hydrochloric acid, which will not attack gold, will readily split up this compound, of which more than three-fourths is gold; the compound, in fact, behaves like a distinct metal, having special heats of oxidation and chlorination of its own.
(3) Lastly, we come to the question of solutions of metals in each other. One very remarkable instance of the behavior of metals at high temperatures reveals the fact that the presence of a small amount of a metal in a mass of another lowers the freezing point of the mass.
In the industrial world this has long been known. Cellini tells us, for instance, that when the bronze for his great figure of Perseus, at Florence, was running out of the furnace, it suddenly showed signs of setting, and he therefore threw pewter plates and dishes into the ducts through which the metal had to pass-" a thing, " he says, "never before done." The fluidity of the metal was immediately increased, and he found every part of the casting "to turn out to admiration. "
The excellent work of Heycock and Neville,:): on the lowering of the freezing points of metals, by the addi tion of other metals, should, I would suggest, form the subject of a lecture in this institution at an early day. solvent remain inert? Here is a mass of 1,000 grammes of lead, and to it 15 grammes of gold, or 1'6 atoms for every 100 atoms of lead, will now be added. It could be shown that the gold is readily dissolved, and re mains dissolved, even if the lead be solidified. Now, to the fluid lead sufficient aluminum will be added to form the purple alloy with the dissolved gold; the mass will be well stirred, but the aluminum will not unite with the lead; it will nevertheless find out the gold, and, after uniting with it, will carry it to the sur face of the bath. Thence it can be removed, and the purple color of the alloy identified, or the gold it con tains can be revealed by the method Prof. Hartley:): has given us for detecting the presence of gold in an alloy by volatilizing the alloy in a torrent of sparks from an induction coil, and condensing the vapor on mica.
The union of the aluminum and the gold must, how ever, be peculiar. crookes § has shown that when this alloy is used as an electrode in a vacuum tube, the gold is volatilized from the alloy and deposited as a film on the glass, leaving the aluminum behind. The purple alloy presents us with the most interest ing case yet known of a molecule built up of purely metallic atoms, but we are certain that the atoms are still those of gold and aluminum-that is, the atoms of the united metals remain unchanged. The interest in this substance is deepened if it be remembered that our aim at the present is the same as that of the alchemists, for we are striving, as they did, to attack and change the chemist's atoms themselves. We seek, as truly as they, to effect the transmutations, which, as Boyle said, would "be none the less real for not being gain ful," and employ high temperatures in the hope ·of By fusing gold, and staining it "the purple of the dawn," a new interest has been given to the metal which the alchemists always connected with the sun; and for further proof that metallic atoms may he changed, we must turn to the sun itself, as to a great metallurgical center,' where "all the elements shall melt with fervent heat." EXPERIMENTS UPON SURFACE FILMS.
By Lord RAYLEIGH, Sec. R. S.-* THE experiments here described are rather miscella neous in character, but seem of sufficient interest to be worthy of record. The greater number of them have been exhibited in the course of lectures at the Royal Institution.
THE BEHAVIOR OF CLEAN MERCURY.
According to Marangoni's rule, water, which has the lower surface tension, should spread upon the surface of mercury, whereas the universal experience of the laboratory is that drops of water standing upon mercu ry retain their compact form without the least tend ency to spread. To Quincke belongs the credit of dissipating the apparent exception. He found that mercury specially prepared behaves quite differently from ordinary mercury, and that a drop of water de posited thereon spreads over the whole surface. The ordinary behavior is evidently the result of a film of grease, which adheres with great obstinacy.
'rhe process described by Quincke is somewhat elabo rate; but my experience with water suggested that success might not be so difficult, if only the mistake were avoided of pouring the liquid to be tried from an ordinary bottle. In the. early experiments upon the camphor movements, difficulty seems to have been ex perienced in securing sufficiently clean water surfaces. The explanation is probably to be found in the desire to use distilled water, and to the fact that the liquid would 'usually be simply poured from a stock bottle into the experimental vessel.
No worse procedure could be devised, for the free surface in the bottle is almost sure to be dirty, and is transferred in great part to the vessel. In my experience water from the dirtiest cistern will exhibit the camphor movements, provided that it be drawn in the usual manner from a tap, and that the precaution be taken to give the vessel a pre liminary rinsing.
In order to carry out the idea of drawing the liquid from underneath, an arrangement was provided like an ordinary wash bottle, and was filled with tolerably clean mercury. As experimental vessels watch glasses are convenient. They may be dipped into strong sul phuric acid, rinsed in distilled water, and dried over a Bunsen flame. vVhen the glasses are cool they may be charged with meJ'cury, of which the first portion is re jected . Operating in this way, there was no difficulty in obtaining surfa('.es upon which t1 drop of water would spread, although, from causes that could not aJ ways be traced, a certain proportion of failures was met with.
Exposure of the glasses to the atmosphere soon tells upon the success of the experiment, although on one occasion spreading occurred after a glass had stood (with protection from dust) for 20 hours. Even so short an exposure as 10 minutes was found to prejUdice the condition of the mercury surface. Although some thing here may have depended upon the special char acter of the sample of mercury, it will be advisable in repeating the experiment to pour the mercury at the last moment.
As might be expected, the grease which produces these effects is largely volatile. In many cases a very moderate preliminary warming of the watch glass makes all the difference in the behavior of the drop.
So far as I have observed, the spreading of the drop takes place always in a leisurely fashion. If a little powder of recently ignited magnesia be dusted. over the mercury, there is no violent repulsion of the dust before the advancing water. But if a small drop of oil be substituted for the water, the powder is flashed away so quickly that the eye cannot follow the opera tion. The difference between the two cases appears to depend upon the atmospheric moisture. As soon as the mercury is poured, it coats itself with an aqueous film, and the subsequent spreading of the drop takes place upon a surface whose affinity for water is already largely satisfied. A drop of water that has spread and then partially gathered up again (as usually happens after a short interval) shows an interesting behavior when breathed upon. The disk contracts somewhat, and then as the breath, which need hardly be visible, passes off, expands again, and thus a number of times. The temporary character of the effect indicates that it is due rather to the moisture of the breath than to any greasy contamination; a view confirmed by subsequent experiments, in which the breath was replaced by a current of pure air which had passed through warm water.
In the experiment with a powdered surface, the dust may be drIven from the neighborhood of a drop of petroleum by the action of vapor without actual con tact of the liquids.
DROPS OF:·BISULPHIDE OF CARBON UPON WATER.
The behavior of a drop of CS, placed upon clean water is also at first sight an exception to Marangoni's rule. So far from spreading over the surface, as ac cording to its lower tension it ought to do, it remains suspended in the form of a lens. And dust which may be lying upon the surface is not driven away to the edge upon th e deposit of the drop, as would happen in the case of oil A simple modification of the experi-
